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Summary
Mitchell Karchemsky is a software engineer, designer, and manager with experience bringing products from
concept to production. Mitchell approaches product design holistically from user research to design and
development. He has published and presented 4 publications at top-tier computer science conferences centered
on development of interactive systems to enhance user experiences for debugging technical systems. He currently
serves as a Technical Lead and Systems Architect for multi-national clients delivering scalable cloud solutions
for globally connected products. Mitchell has experience both as a collaborator as well as leading cross-technical
development teams ranging from personalized interactive experiences to full-stack product architectures.

Technical Skills
•Software Engineering (Python, C/C++, etc.) •Product Design & Development •Data Visualization (Python, D3, SQL)
•Systems Architecture & Integration •Cloud Systems (GCP, Azure, AWS) •Embedded Systems Development
•Product Delivery Management •Rapid Prototyping •User Experience and Research

Relevant Experience
May 2019 - Accenture Consulting - Digital Technology Integration Consultant

Present • Technical-Lead Consultant on ”Connected Products and Devices” Projects with complex cloud-
backend platforms

• Client-Facing Lead Engineer for multiple multi-million dollar technical contracts
• Systems Architect for multifaceted, scalable systems with multiple cloud providers (GCP, Azure, AWS)
• Manage and lead large multi-national development and multi-functional teams by designing and imple-

menting projects with Agile Methodologies
• Design and develop back-end architectures and software systems for novel, large-scale IoT Platforms
• Support integration, launches, and releases of devices and product roll-outs
• Communicate findings and solutions in interactive data-based reports to both Program Executives as

well as Technical Stakeholders
• Serve as an independent advocate for clients on nuanced technical issues

August 2015 - University of California, Berkeley Institute of Design - Research Staff
October 2018 • Develop software and hardware products in a multitude of Human-Computer Interaction topics

with a primary focus on Embedded System debugging and development
• Author and edit publications and reports intended for conference and public viewing (see Publications)
• Present findings at technical conferences with over 3,000 attendees
• Produce sophisticated web-based applications that interact with complex back-end architectures to

interface with embedded systems and devices through a variety of communications protocols.
• Organize and conduct user studies through online surveys and in-person interviews
• Produce video summaries of papers for conference publication and reference

August 2015 - University of California, CITRIS:Invention Lab - Systems and Product Design Consultant
October 2018 • Design consultant for graduate researchers, startup founders, and post-doctorate scholars to

create prototype embedded systems devices, applications, and services.
• Architect software system for connected products and establish foundation for development pipelines

for technology startups and university researchers

August 2015 - Dalmatian: Helios - Founder/CTO
September 2016 • Co-founded hardware startup to improve safety and efficacy of first responders through em-

bedded hardware and software systems
• Awarded $20,000 in grand prize award from Solidworks and Venture.co

Education
January 2021- University of California, Berkeley

Present Masters in Information and Data Science
Expected Graduation: September 2022

August 2017 University of California, Berkeley
B.A. in Cognitive Science - Focus in Computational Modeling
Minor in Computer Science

mailto:mkarch@berkeley.edu
www.mkar.ch


Other Professional Experience
April 2021 - UC Berkeley: School of Information - Teaching Assistant

Present • Mentor and teach programming fundamentals including but not limited to Algorithms, Data-
structures, Data Management, and Visualization.

• Manage and grade assignments and exams from upper-division graduate level students.
• Serve as liaison and advocate to faculty for student concerns and progress
• Courses: Data Science w200: Introduction to Data Science Programming

May 2017 - UC Berkeley: Jacobs Institute for Design Innovation - Teaching Assistant
January 2018 • Led lectures, advise students, and proctor final critiques

• Taught both an introductory and upper division course focusing on skills required to design,
prototype, and fabricate physical devices, as well as technological innovation and socially
engaged art

• Courses: Design Innovation 22: Prototyping and Fabrication; New Media 190/290: Critical Practices

June 2015 - The Aerospace Corporation - Software Engineering Intern
July 2016 • Developed an interactive touch-based data visualization that displays all 1650+ US Rocket

Launches from the start of the Space Age to today
• Displayed publicly for interaction with employees, public visitors, and government officials

Publications
August 2015 - Full papers available on personal website or ACM Digital Library (Open-Access)
October 2018

• Heimdall: A Remotely Controlled Inspection Workbench for Debugging Microcontroller
Projects M.Karchemsky, J.D.Zamfirescu, K.J Wu, F.Guimbretiere, B.Hartmann In proceedings of
the 2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, New York, NY, USA

• Wifröst: Bridging the Information Gap for Debugging of Networked Embedded Systems
W.McGrath, J.Warner, M.Karchemsky, A.Head, D.Drew, B.Hartmann In proceedings of the 31st
Annual ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology (UIST ’18). ACM, New York,
NY, USA

• Bifröst: Visualizing and Checking Behavior of Embedded Systems Across Hardware and Soft-
ware W.McGrath, D.Drew, J.Warner, M.Kazemitabaar, M.Karchemsky, D.Mellis, B.Hartmann In
proceedings of the 30th Annual ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology (UIST
’17). ACM, New York, NY, USA

• Drill Sergeant: Supporting Physical Construction Projects through an Ecosystem of Augmented
Tools M.Nguyen, E.Schoop, M.Karchemsky, V.Savage, B.Hartmann, S.Follmer Technical Report No.
UCB/EECS-2016-90
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